form

Programme at a glance

Champion
The new desk by moll

Design for today‘s children
Clear design language with a round silhouette and the matching details are the key
features of the new form programme. Restrained colour applications add neat
accents for the children, and make it a „must“ for every modern children‘s room.

The new children‘s desk programme ...

Champion • front up
722211

Champion • left up
742211

Champion • right up
752211

Cubic
772203

MSRP:_____________

MSRP:_____________

MSRP:_____________

MSRP:_____________

Split desktop

MSRP: _____________

MSRP: _____________

MSRP: _____________

Pad S / fabric uni

cherry red
770401

Pad S / fabric fresh
MSRP: _____________

magenta
770502

royal blue
770701

sun yellow
770602

moll
Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
D-73344 Gruibingen

black
770801

lime green
770702

grey
770901

navy blue
770802

Fon +49 (0) 7335 181 183
Fax +49 (0) 7335 181 303
info@moll-funktion.de
www.moll-funktion.de

Unique tilt position
Pulling on the left button positions the desktop at an angle, while pulling on the
right one lowers it. Childproof and TÜV-tested. This means there are no disturbing
gaps between the panel sections when the desktop is not tilted.

... innovative in design and function
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pink
770402

grass green
770601
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Ready for delivery from April 2012
in the „ﬁrst come, ﬁrst served“ principle.

orange
770501

Pad S
see below
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Cable duct cover
702050

H
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Drawer cover
702523
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Giant drawer
702513
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One part of the desktop can be tilted and used for drawing, writing or reading
- while the rest of it remains fixed in place as a practical storage surface and
working space.

Champion
The desk with the split desktop.
The new Champion by moll is
available in 3 different versions:

Included with every Champion:

Champion · front up
120 x 72 cm
120 x 52 cm

Champion · left up
120 x 72 cm
69 x 52 cm

Champion · right up
120 x 72 cm
69 x 52 cm

Incredibly easy to adjust!

Add on ﬂexibly!

Tilting the desktop and adjusting the height of the desk is incredibly easy
on Champion: continuously, without having to get up, and without getting
fingers trapped - it‘s truly a desk for children

typical moll: there are additions to create more space or additional functions

Tilt the desktop

Giant drawer

To tilt, pull repeatedly on the left button until the desktop is in the desired position
(max. approx. 20°) – to lower simply pull on the right button as needed.

Book holder
New from moll: the book holder
folds flat, and so can e.g. be taken
wherever your child wants.

For practical storage space over the entire width of the
desk; can be added at any time - no need to take the
desk apart again.
Foam inserts included to stop pens, pencils and other
loose items from sliding around.

Drawer cover

Complete cover for dust protects against dust / peeks
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Champion is fitted with moll‘s tried-and-tested
Comfort height adjustment - the one with the yoyo.
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Adjust the desk height

Cable duct cover

Frosted glass effect; protects the cable duct from views
Magnetic anti-slip feature
keeps books safely in place when the
desktop is tilted. It can also be used
as a ruler or magnifying glass.

for desk heights
from 53 to 82 cm
for heights from
approx. 109 to 200 cm

Container Cubic

Fitted with a lockable utensils compartment. The 2 drawers
are self-closing, and offer storage space for formats of up to
A3. The colour applications on the handles are replaceable,
and are included in 8 different colours.
Dimensions (W x D x H): 43 x 55 x 43 cm

Colour can also
be chosen individually
blue, red, orange, light green, pink, black, white, silver

Cable duct
roomy storage on the back of the desk for
storing cables and plugs.

Pad S
Quality by moll
- Made in Germany
For the form programme, we use
exclusive melamine resin-coated
chipboard.
The surfaces are easy-care and
resistant for maximum requirements, heavy loads and a long
lifetime (grade E1, low emission,
19 mm thick).

Champion left up + right up: perfectly
matched to right- or left-handed users
Right-handed people have a different grip and
line of sight from left-handed people. moll
remembered that: depending on the chosen
version, the tilting and fixed parts of the
desktop are the perfect ergonomic match.
Our recommendation:
left up = for right-handed users
right up = for left-handed users

Every Champion comes with a box of
colour foils for the leg runners and the
matching cover caps for the yoyo.
The box is stored away neatly inside
the cable duct.

When combined with the optional Pad S, the container
makes a perfect stool.
The fabric cover of the approx. 6 cm thick, comfortable
foam upholstery can be removed and washed at 40°C.
Available in 11 appealing colours.

Other extensions for Champion (add-on panels in depth, width
and height) will be available for delivery from April 2012.

